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Although sociology has only recently turned to the study of animals,

our society has long recognized their importance, whether asworkers

to tow heavy trucks, friends to enjoy and play with, or protein to

eat. Human relationships with animals started to change a century

ago as technological advances ended our dependence on horses,

industrialization of agricultural production replaced backyard farms,

and urbanization encroached on the wilderness. Americans had

fewer direct encounters with other animals, and those they did

have were increasingly with pets or animals in zoos and circuses.
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Animals, though, remain vitally important to us, and not

just in their corporal form. The anthropologist Claude Levi

Strauss observed that animals are “good to think” with. For

Levi Strauss, animals are rich and flexible symbols or metaphors

because they are like us in many ways, yet not like us in other

ways. Their similarity and otherness help to classify what it

means to be human. But cultural constructions of animals are

more than handy classificatory devices; our relations with ani-

mals are windows for understanding ourselves. They reveal our

most essential conceptions of the social order—how we think

things should ideally be or not be—while unmasking our

expectations, hopes, fears, and hatreds of fellow humans and

modern life.

to compensate
Over the last century, people have shown an increasing

willingness to anthropomorphize their pets, viewing and treat-

ing them like humans. We allow them to sleep in our beds,

dress them in human clothing, fret over their “sadness” when

we leave them alone at home, give them human names and

refer to them as our “babies,” confide in them, keep photos

of them in our wallets and cell phones, and even buy them

birthday and Christmas presents.

Yet some human-pet relationships go beyond simple

anthropomorphizing. Pets have become more than merely

human; they’ve become super-human. Increasingly, we’re

expecting our “companion animals” to embody idealized rela-

tional qualities absent or rarely found in our human relations.

This change reflects a new sensibility and morality about what

we can expect from these animals, but also what we find dis-

appointing with our friends, family, and mates. We have set

standards for companionship that exceed what any human can

reasonably provide another person, but we can find this per-

fection in pets.

Pets are often extolled for their “unconditional love” that

far outshines anything humans can give each other. It’s suppos-

edly a “love” that makes for a “special bond” where utter devo-

tion and friendship are “beyond measure” and “ever-lasting”—

virtues that neither human kin nor friends can offer. Most own-

ers are convinced that their pets “love” only them or other close

family members and base this view on the pet’s consistent atten-

tion, whether that’s greeting owners at the door, appearing to

“listen” to them, or wanting to sit on their laps. On top of this,

pets never complain about what we wear, how late we come

home, how much football we watch on television, or why we

love collecting beer cans.

Although done tongue-in-cheek, more than one female

author has wished in print for a human mate who could approx-

imate the relational abilities of her ever-loyal, always loving, and

completely uncritical pet. One observer of human-pet relations

even speculates that the decision to get a pet stems from a

desire to experience the same “intoxicating feeling” of “uncon-

ditional love” we experienced as babies from our mothers.

These views of perfect love from our pets persist, despite

evidence to the contrary. The “one-person dog” is a myth. Ani-

mal behaviorists point out that the focused attention given to

us by our pets is just the animal’s pack behavior, orienting itself

to the available human alpha male. Switch the owner and our

pet’s “loyalty” and “love” for us get switched to the next per-

son. Cognitive ethologists add that while animals experience

a range of emotions, we are on thin ice to assume that ani-

mals experience the same emotions felt by humans; even if

they did, the intensity and meaning of these emotions would

probably be different. Moreover, when owners are pressed to

explain this perfect love, it is one-way because they put their

own conditions on this idyllic relationship, imposing financial,

physical, temporal, and emotional limitations on what their

pets can expect of them.
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The belief that our pets

can be perfect companions will

likely persist because human

relationships, especially in

modern western societies, con-

tinue to produce difficulties

and dissatisfactions. In such cir-

cumstances, it may be easier

to look and find relational per-

fection outside our own

species.

to hope
Animals have always been

used to symbolize hope and

progress. One hundred years

ago, horses helped America

achieve its manifest destiny to

expand westward by carrying

supplies and equipment to build rail lines and highways, by

helping to clear forests and plow new fields for crops, and by

pulling wagons of pioneers hoping to make new settlements.

Horses were so essential to America’s development they came

to symbolize our prospects for a larger and more modern nation.

In recent years, animals have come to embody new hopes.

The idea that contact with animals can improve if not cure

human sickness, social problems, and spiritual emptiness has

become a virtual social movement. Animals are now touted as

cure-alls for all sorts of human ills and afflictions. The list of

human problems amenable to animal healing grows longer

each day—riding horses combats autism, owning cats reduces

PTSD, swimming with dolphins creates mystical or transcen-

dent experiences, and the list goes on. Animals used in these

programs are often viewed as magic bullets that can reverse

chronic disease or do away with human loneliness, sometimes

with contacts as brief as a few minutes. In them, we can see

writ large the wish for a quick and simple way to achieve a

healthier, happier, and safer world.

Take the matter of youth violence. It continues to be an

uncontrollable problem in many societies, and efforts to prevent

such behavior in the lives of children and adolescents usually fail.

Animal programs where youths train dogs to enhance their

adoptability or to be used by disabled clients are the latest hope

to stem the tide of violence. Program advocates hype the dog

training as a powerful way to prevent future aggressive behav-

ior, transforming troubled children into calm, contributing citi-

zens. The assumption is that by working with dogs, even for just

a few hours a day, emotionally challenged children learn to be

empathic, feel responsible and competent, experience close rela-

tions with animals and people, and become more patient—

thereby equipping themwith “protective mechanisms” to offset

known risk factors. One advocate compared these animal activ-

ities to a “vaccine” that would prevent youth violence and reduce

recidivism.

However well-intentioned, there is no solid evidence that

these animal “vaccines” work. A few studies suggest that chil-

dren and adolescents in these programs score somewhat higher

on empathy scales and measures of self-esteem immediately

after their animal contacts. But, no

study has shown that these changes are

long-lasting, and there’s no evidence

that acquiring social skills and new self-

concepts are related to any behavioral

change.

So why have people pinned such

high expectations on the ability of these

dogs to curb youth violence? To some extent, the dogs have

come to represent our latest hope because people operating

these animal interventions have a stake in seeing them work.

But we are all guilty of wanting to see therapy dogs as more

than just tools that might calm children with ADD or boost

adolescents’ low self-esteem. These animals have become a

conduit for our dreams of banishing youth violence—a behav-

ior that most agree has complex interpersonal, situational, and

cultural roots—by virtually taking a human-animal “pill.” Anti-

violence dogs are not only “man’s best friend,” they are now

man’s best hope.
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Whether a source of fascination, a scapegoat for
hatred, a symptom of fear, a hoped-for quick fix,
or an embodiment of perfection, animals are our
inter-species looking glass.
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to vent
While individuals express their anxieties through physical

symptoms, groups have other ways to articulate their collective

fears. Sociosomatic expressions of underlying group worries

about the social order or modern life are voiced by focusing

on a proxy event or issue—one that might involve an animal.

Take the case of Westy, a cat that was set on fire by two

adolescent boys in a Colorado parking

lot in 2001. Westy survived the attack

but was left with third degree burns

over forty percent of his body, which

smelled of smoke and charred fur. His

pepper coat had melted onto his body,

his hindquarters were burned to the

muscle, and his whiskers were singed away. He survived these

massive injuries, but needed four months of hospitalization

and five operations, including two skin grafts. Eventually, he lost

his hind leg, his tail, and both ears. The two boys were arrested

on animal cruelty charges, claiming that they were curious

about what would happen to the cat if its tail were set on fire

“like in the cartoons.”

News reports of animal cruelty are unfortunately com-

mon, but rarely do they rouse the public like Westy’s case. Peo-

ple were so deeply disturbed that they called for severe

punishment, fearing that the boys would walk away with only

a slap on the wrist since cruelty was only a misdemeanor in

Colorado. After pleading guilty, the boys were sentenced to

two days in jail, a $500 fine, and eighteen months of proba-

tion. Angry citizens protested this “lax” treatment by the courts

and pressured the politicians to change the Colorado legal des-

ignation of cruelty to a felony crime. Ultimately, a new law

increasing punishments for animal abuse was passed in Westy’s

name, but only after Westy himself was dramatically taken

before state legislators to make the pitch.

Behind the public’s furor was a sense of the vulnerability that

permeates everyday life in western societies. Many people believe

that life is riskier than ever—that we live in dangerous times

when unpredictable and senseless acts of violence, especially

by male teens, threaten us all. Though teenagers are only respon-

sible for twenty percent of animal abuse cases, media reports

about Westy fanned the fear of violent kids running amok.

News articles and television coverage stressed the gratuitousness

of adolescent male violence, noting that the brutality to Westy

was not an isolated prank but part of a larger pattern of unpro-

voked, egregious attacks on helpless animals and people by

“deranged” young men. These reports included dire warnings

that animal abusers will eventually harm people, even though

research on the “link” between animal cruelty and violence

toward humans is mixed, at best. Nevertheless, such senseless-

ness was seen as evidence for the moral depravity of young

men, feeding into the public’s fear that such violence might be

redirected at them. Westy gave voice to widespread anxiety,

distinguishing this one animal cruelty case from the tens of

thousands that happen every year in America.

to stereotype
Ascribing human traits to animals makes it easy to stereo-

Relationships with animals allow us to imagine
what could exist, whether we dream of a perfect
friend or a perfect society.
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Horse therapy is popular for children with a range of physical and emotional difficulties.



type them. Kittens are cute,

wolves are evil, mules are stub-

born, owls are wise, dogs are

loyal, sloths are lazy, pigs are

greedy, and lions are noble.

Some of these stereotypes are

exaggerations of reality while

others are based onmythology.

And while many are harmless,

some can be harmful, espe-

cially when they are used to

reinforce and justify hostility

toward animals and the peo-

ple we associate with them.

For example, a century

ago, Americans hated and

killed sparrows in droves for

allegedly spreading disease

and hurting other animals. This

loathing, though, turned out

to be a metaphor for the

growing fear of waves of new immigrants who, like the birds,

were condemned for bringing sicknesses to America (and, of

course, for competing for jobs). Both sparrow and immigrant

were viewed as vermin.

Today we stereotype and vilify different animals. The most

notorious case is the pit bull. Now viewed as America’s most

dangerous animal, the image of a pit bull is a four-legged lethal

monster to be feared, avoided, destroyed, or banned. But in the

first half of the 20th century, pit bulls were adored, not feared.

Shirley Temple had a pit bull in one of her movies; on TV, the

Little Rascals’ beloved mascot was the pit bull “Petey”; and

Buster Brown Shoes used the pit bull to market its product.

Indeed, breeds other than pit bulls were long considered to be

the dangerous ones. In the 1800s, Bloodhounds and New-

foundlands were stereotyped as the most dangerous dogs, in

the 1920s it was the German Shepherd, and by the 1950s it

was the Doberman.

Evidence doesn’t support the pit bull’s transformation from

beloved pet to monster. Forty years ago, pit bulls and Rottweil-

ers combined accounted for less than 2 percent of all fatal dog

attacks; today, with the explosion in pit bull ownership, they

allegedly account for somewhat more than half of all reported

lethal (but extremely rare) dog attacks. Moreover, pit bulls are

sometimes incorrectly identified as the culprit breed, falsely

inflating their dangerousness. Finally, while the media reports very

few dog bites overall (they’re usually just not noteworthy), pit

bull attacks, even when someone is not killed, are usually in the

news.

Given the evidence’s weakness, the reaction to pit bulls

seems excessive if not a form of mass hysteria. Many cities have

condemned pit bulls as community problems, requiring them

to be leashed and muzzled at all times when in public or ban-

ning ownership of the breed. In more extreme cases, cities like

Denver take pit bulls off the streets to euthanize them.

This national phobia isn’t just about the dogs but about

the kinds of humans associated with

them. Although there has been an

increase in the number of pit bulls

owned by individuals associated with

crime and violence, this increase has

been exaggerated by selective media

coverage of both bad dogs and bad

owners. Now, when we think of pit bulls, we think of dog-

fights and drug traffic; deadly, unprovoked attacks on humans

by “vicious” dogs; and owners who threaten mainstream

America. Pit bulls—and, importantly, their owners—have

become scary and frightening monsters to many Americans.

No stereotypical portrayal of an African American, Latino, or

working-class skinhead gang is complete without a pit bull in

the picture. So, pit bulls (and by implication, their owners) are

defined as dangerous, hated by association, and given no

place in civilized society.

As long as Americans negatively stereotype some human

group, there will likely be a matching species to reinforce these

harmful images and serve as a target for our hatred. For now,
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Ascribing human traits to animals makes it easy to
stereotype them: wolves are evil, dogs are loyal,
owls are wise, pigs are greedy.
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Capt. Lawrence Minnis met his adopted pit bulls through a Humane Society program in which
recovering soldiers at Walter Reed Army Medical Center teach behavior classes for homeless dogs.



it is the pit bull, but when we find new human groups to despise

and fear, other animals will bear the brunt.

to reflect
News reports about animals are fascinating. Sometimes

there’s a human interest side (a stranded dog is saved from an

icy pond!), sometimes we’re drawn by the uncanny abilities of

animals (a parrot has a vocabulary of a four-year-old!), some-

times it’s a “cute” factor that sparks our attention (a koala bear

gives birth to adorable babies!), and sometimes it’s a horrify-

ing reminder that some animals are wild (a pet chimp bites off

a woman’s face!) that draws us in.

Many are particularly riveted by stories of hoarders, those

socially withdrawn, self-proclaimed “animal lovers” who are

found keeping dozens, even hundreds, of severely neglected

animals in filthy homes. The “crazy old cat lady” is unmasked,

and we learn that over 40% of these cases are actually young,

men, married couples, or professionals. The variety and num-

bers of animals they keep is far greater than we thought, and

the neglect of both their animals and their homes is far worse

than we imagined. We’re not drawn to these stories because

we can feel satisfied or reassured by society’s triumph over

deviance and disorder. Indeed, while animal hoarding is a crime

that violates the anti-cruelty statutes of every state, these sto-

ries don’t allow readers to celebrate the successful application

of law, authority, or justice. There’s never a happy ending: ani-

mals are euthanized, uninhabitable homes are torn down,

clearly disturbed hoarders lose their animal “children.” And,

the recidivism rate for hoarding is close to 100%. Everyone

who deals with hoarders, from police to psychiatrists, throws

up their hands, unable to stop this deviance.

It would be easy to focus on the oddity and bemoan both

the animal and human suffering of these stories. At a broader

level, though, the tragic tales raise questions and doubts about

the social order that have personal relevance. Their themes of

everyday existence can connect to and bear on readers’ own

lives and problems—how “middle class” are they, compared to

animal hoarders—how well do they fit into the neighborhood,

compared to animal hoarders—how do they distinguish humans

from animals, compared to animal hoarders. Questions like these

reveal basic conceptions about what many people regard as the

“right way to live” and the proper boundary between humans

and other animals. In this capacity, our reflection on and fasci-

nation with animal headlines is an exercise in morality and how

well each of us stacks up—not to animal hoarders, but to our

generalized others.

Whether a source of fascination, a scapegoat for hatred, a

symptom of fear, a hoped-for quick fix, or an embodiment of

perfection, animals are “good to think” with. Non-human ani-

mals are our inter-species looking glass.

Maybe it’s inevitable that we express human thinking and

feeling through animals: our own experience is the most basic

foundation for understanding the experience of others. But

such projections also compensate for what’s missing in our

relationships with fellow humans and what our society cannot

provide. Relations with animals allow us to imagine what could

exist in an ideal human social world, whether we dream of a

perfect friend or a perfect society. We also project onto or

through animals because it allows us to express the inexpress-

ible. When vented indirectly through animals, hostility toward

human groups may not raise public ridicule because these inap-

propriate remarks are one step away from us. Other times we

cannot easily articulate what we feel, but the untoward treat-

ment of animals can tap into and rouse broad cultural anxi-

eties that linger below our everyday consciousness. More than

just being predictable, our animal projections are practical.

It’s precisely because animals are so good to think with

that sociological subfields other than “animal studies” are

discovering the value of studying interspecies relationships.

Rural sociologists are starting to acknowledge that animals are

central to rural life. Environmental sociologists are starting

to reconceptualize nature to include animals as part of our

biological and physical environment. And feminist sociologists

and those interested in race and ethnic relations are starting to

explore the use of animals to reinforce the oppression of minori-

ties. These signs of academic interest indicate that, although a

relative newcomer to the academy, the study of human-animal

relationships is quickly taking hold as fertile ground to inspire

our sociological imaginations.
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